
ACRONYMS

ATV:  Automated Transfer Vehicle; an unmanned spacecraft
that is used to bring equipment and supplies to astronauts on
board the International Space Station. After six months the ATV
is loaded with waste from the ISS and heads back to Earth
burning up in the Earth’s atmosphere upon re-entry.

ESA: European Space Agency; an intergovernmental
organisation responsible for Europe’s contribution to space
research and development The people who work for ESA
come from its 17 Member States.

ISS: International Space Station; a huge science laboratory
orbiting the Earth with astronauts on board from all countries
that build it. They perform experiments in many different
disciplines and assemble the Station that is scheduled to be
finished in 2010.

NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the
space agency of the United States of America.

GLOSSARY

Acceleration: An increase in the speed of a moving object.

Astronaut: An astronaut is a person who flies to space to work
and live there for periods of time. Astronauts can be anything
from pilots and scientists to doctors or teachers and have to
train for a long time before their first flight.

Atmosphere: A layer of gases around the Earth and other
planets. The Earth's atmosphere is made up of nitrogen,
carbon dioxide and oxygen, which together form air.
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Automatic: Used to describe something that works by itself or
with little or no human control.

Constellation: A group of stars that seem to form a pattern in
the sky. The stars in the sky are divided into 88 constellations
often named after a mythological god, hero, or animal. For
example, the Cassiopeia constellation is named after a
mythological Queen, Orion means “hunter” and Ursa Major is
the great bear constellation – “ursus” is Latin for bear.

Diameter: The longest distance that can be measured
between two points on a circle (or a sphere) passing through
the centre.

Friction: a force that is produced when two surfaces move
against each other, causing the motion to slow down and the
surfaces to heat up. When you rub your hands together, the
heat that you feel is caused by friction.

Gravity: Gravity is the force that attracts or pulls objects
towards each other. Every bit of mass attracts all other
masses. The more mass an object has, the stronger the force
it exerts. For example, the Sun attracts the Earth and all the
other planets, and we fall back to the ground when we jump
because of the Earth’s gravity.

Laboratory: A room or building with scientific equipment
specially built for research and experiments.

Mass: Every thing has a mass. You could say that mass
means how much matter is contained in an object. It is
measured in kilograms.

Matter: Matter is what things are made of. Matter occupies
space and comes in different form, for example water, iron,
oxygen, chocolate – and many more. Matter is made up of tiny
parts that are invisible to the naked eye. Scientists call them
atoms.
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Meteorites: A piece of rock or dust from space that enters into
Earth’s atmosphere and lands on the ground. Some rocks and
dust grains don’t land on the ground but burn up completely
because of the friction in the atmosphere, causing a streak of
light in the sky. We call them meteors, but you probably know
their other name better: shooting stars.

Mission log: A written record, like a journal or a travel diary of
events and thoughts during missions. Astronauts keep a
mission log on the ISS.

Moon: A natural satellite that moves around a planet. For
example, the Moon (with a capital M) moves around the Earth.
Other planets also have moons: Mars has two, Saturn has
eighteen and Jupiter has as many as 63 - and scientists keep
finding more!

Nutrition: The food we eat and what it does to us, like helping
us grow, making us feel better and keeping us healthy

Orbit: To circle a planet, star or other celestial body. Earth
orbits the Sun, as do all other planets of the Solar System. The
Moon and many man-made satellites orbit the Earth. An orbit is
the closed path that an object makes around another object.

Organisation: A group of people who work together for the
same purpose, like ESA, NASA or the fire brigade.

Planet: A large body made of gas or rocks that orbits a star. A
planet doesn’t produce light by itself and can be seen only
because it reflects the light of a star.

Rays: Beams of light or energy. We can see the Sun and the
other stars because we receive the light rays they emit. The
light rays have to travel from the stars to our eyes, and
because the Universe is so huge the stars we see now emitted
their light millions of years ago.
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Recycle: To process used or waste material such as paper,
glass, plastic, etc so that it can be made into something new to
be used again.

Robot: A machine, often controlled by a computer, that can
move, assemble things, make films or repeat the same
movement thousands of times without getting tired. Robots are
mostly used where people cannot reach or where it is too
dangerous.

Satellite: A smaller object that orbits a bigger object. The Earth
has a natural satellite, the Moon, and many artificial ones,
pieces of equipment sent into space to collect information, take
pictures and make measurements. The ISS is a also satellite
of the Earth. Planets can be considered as satellites. They
orbit stars like our Sun. 

Solar System: The Sun and the group of nine planets which
move around it form our Solar System. Scientists believe that
our Solar System is over 4.6 billion years old. Smaller bodies
orbiting the Sun called asteroids and comets also belong to the
Solar Systems.

Soyuz: The Soyuz is a Russian type of spacecraft both for
manned and unmanned missions. In Russian, “soyuz” means
"union".

Space Shuttle: An American spacecraft that can go into space
and return to Earth. There have been over 100 Space Shuttle
flights into orbit.

Spacewalk: Astronauts wearing special protective spacesuits
can go outside of a Space Shuttle or the Space Station to do
repairs, construct things or do research. This is called
“spacewalking”. They are still attached by safety cables so that
they do not fly away from the spacecraft because there is no
gravity to pull them back. 
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Star: A bright globe of gas producing light that you see as a
point of light in the sky at night. Our Sun is a star. It looks so
much bigger compared to others in the night sky because we
are so close to it. It is actually only a medium-sized star.

Sun: The medium-sized yellow star in our Solar System. The
Sun is the star that the Earth and other planets of the Solar
System orbit around. We get our light and energy from the
Sun.

Tides: The regular rises and falls in the level of the sea. Tides
are caused by the gravitational pull of the Moon.

Time zones: The world is divided into 24 equal sectors called
time zones. Within each zone the Sun has nearly the same
height above the horizon (for example at sunrise, midday,
sunset) so we can assign the same hour of the day to all the
clocks inside it. If you move over to the next time zone it will
either be an hour in front or behind, depending on which way
you travel.

Universe: Everything that exists: the Earth and other planets,
the stars, galaxies and everything in them; the entire cosmos.
These are the things that we know of, but there are still many
things in the Universe that haven’t been discovered yet.

Weight: How much weight someone or something has
depends on the mass and gravity. Your weight on Earth is
greater than on the Moon because the Earth’s mass is greater
than the Moon’s mass. Your own mass always stays the same.

Weightlessness: A condition under which gravity seems to
have disappeared, making thing weightless. Astronauts on
board the ISS are weightless because they are in free fall
around the Earth. You can also feel weightless in a
rollercoaster.
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ESA Education pages
www.esa.int/education
Human Spaceflight Education
www.esa.int/spaceflight/education

Chapter 1
Human spaceflight
www.esa.int/spaceflight

The European Astronaut Corps
www.esa.int/esaHS/astronauts.html

Profiles of European astronauts
www.esa.int/esaHS/eurastronauts.html

Newton’s three laws of motion:
www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/newtlaws/newtltoc.html

Video clips of astronauts on board the International Space
Station:
www.esa.int/esaHS/SEMSMWZ990E_education_0.html

Chapter 2
2.1 
How to become an astronaut:
www.esa.int/esaHS/ESA1RMGBCLC_astronauts_0.html

Mayan numbers (and link to other numeral systems): 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_numerals

2.3
Making a simple animation:
apps.discovery.com/animaker.html
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Chapter 3
3.1
Tracking stars, satellites etc in the night sky anywhere in the
world
www.heavens-above.com

Seeing the International Space Station:
www.esa.int/seeiss

3.3
Build your own ATV:
esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/atv_model/ATV_2002_Intro.htm

Astronauts and food :
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/k4/features/F_A_Matter_
of_Taste.html

Chapter 4

4.2
Times zones and time around the world
www.timeanddate.com/worldclock

www.worldtimezone.com
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Creating this ISS Education Kit for primary schools would not have been
possible without the support of many people. We would like to thank
everyone who contributed with content, designing, editing and printing of the
final product. 

The masterminds of the Kit are Barbara ten Berge and Solveig Pettersen,
who have been providing concept, didactical insight and content.

In particular we would like to thank Alan Lothian, the writer who used all his
knowledge about space to make the background texts for the teachers and
the texts for the pupils interesting and fun to read, and of course Ton Boon,
the illustrator who enlivened the kit and gave it special character with his
beautiful illustrations. 

A special thanks goes to a group of eleven educators who volunteered to
form our working group and dedicated their time to review the pilot version
of the material. These educators have provided not only constructive
criticism, but also useful information, educational material and references.

Furthermore, we want to thank Joos Ockels, Space Expo, for giving creative
input and sharing her archive of material, and all ESA astronauts and ESA
specialists who contributed with their valuable experience and knowledge
about space and the science behind it. 

Finally, this product could not have been possible without the financial
support of the ISS Education Fund.

The ISS Education Kit
Project Team
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Didactics (development phase): 
Phylis Bourke, St Albert’s Primary school, Glasgow, UK
Antonia Brooks, St Albert’s Primary school, Glasgow, UK
Ann Dean, Tormusk Primary school, Glasgow, UK
Leonarda Fucili, Scuola Media Statale G.G. Belli, Rome, Italy
Rupert Genseberger, Freudenthal Centre for Science and 

Mathematics Education, Utrecht, The 
Netherlands

Fiona Kennedy, Sandaig Primary school, Glasgow, UK
Arthur Murray, Bellahouston Primary school, Glasgow, UK
David Roxburgh, Sunnyside Primary school, Glasgow, UK
Søren Chr. Sørensen, Balleskolen, Silkeborg, Denmark
Christian Terwart, Karl-Ludwig-von-Guttenberg-Volksschule, 

Bad Neustadt an der Saale, Germany
Mark Weir, Netherlee Primary School, Glasgow, UK

European astronauts: 
Pedro Duque
Umberto Guidoni
Claudie Haigneré
André Kuipers
Roberto Vittori
Frank De Winne

Writer: Alan Lothian

Illustrations: Ton Boon
http://www.ton-boon.nl

Images: ESA, NASA, D. Ducros, NTNU Dept. of Biology, Plant Bio Centre 
(Trondheim, Norway)

ISS Education Kit Project Team:
Barbara ten Berge
Elena Grifoni
Chiara Pardi
Solveig Pettersen
Caroline Pujol
Marilina van Weeren-Mauri
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The members of the ISS Education Fund:

Action Renewables 
http://www.actionrenewables.org/ 

Armagh Planetarium 
http://www.armaghplanet.com 

Centro Analisi Palinologische (CeAP) 
http://www.ceap.unina.it/ 

Contraves Space A.G. 
http://www.contravesspace.com 

Deutschen Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) 
http://www.dlr.de 

Dutch Space B.V. 
http://www.dutchspace.nl 

European Astronaut Corps 

Eurospace GmbH 
http://www.eurospace.de 

HE Space Operations B.V. 
http://www.hespace.com 

Microglass Heim S.r.l 
http://www.microglass.it/

Natural Technologies Italia S.R.L. 
http://www.naturalti.it

Oasyssoft S.L. 
http://www.oasyssoft.com

Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide 
http://www.ogilvypr.com

OHB-System A.G. 
http://www.ohb-system.de

Olympus Italia 
http://www.olympus.it

Pcubed 
http://www.pcubed.com

Sapienza Consulting Limited 
http://www.sapienza.co.uk
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Publication: The ISS Education Kit for Primary Schools 
(ESA BR-241)

Published by: ESA Publications Division, ESTEC
P.O.Box 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Authors: B. ten Berge, A. Lothian, S. Pettersen

Editor: B. Warmbein

Design & Layout: E. Ekstrand

ISBN: 92-9092-481-0
ISSN: 0250-1589

Printed in: The Netherlands

Copyright: © 2005 European Space Agency
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